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Luxury is subjective and means something different to different people.  It is not

necessarily about how expensive or how big a space is.   It is not just a beautiful

space but it should be functional and also solves a problem. It is about personal

style, comfort, craftsmanship and a custom approach to a design solution.   

The bathroom is the one space in the home that everyone has and visits on a daily

basis.  However, no longer is it necessarily a utilitarian space but can now be a

private sanctuary to linger, get comfortable and decompress from the stress of a

long day, more spa-like.  So what are the design elements that you can integrate to

take your bathroom from "blah" to luxurious? 

WHAT IS “LUXURY” IN A BATHROOM

Materials Play an Important Role.  The materials used should

be of high quality - that includes tiles, wallpaper, tub, vanity,

toilet, shower and fixtures.  Natural materials i.e. marble, stone,

 and natural woods create a feeling of warmth and luxury.   

The higher quality products will look better and they will also be

quite durable.  In this example individual lime stone tiles were

installed behind a freestanding tub.



Think Technology.  A radiant heat floor provides a cozy experience when you get out

of the bath/shower and is also energy efficient.   Add to this towel warming drawers or

racks to have a dry warm towel to wrap yourself in.  Other technological features to

add are hands-free faucets and toilet flush which provide a great germ fighting benefit

while also making these products more accessible for the mobility impaired.  If you

want to increase your technology experience in the bathroom, how about digital

shower controls, bluetooth showerhead, TV or an audio system. 

WHAT IS “LUXURY” IN A BATHROOM

Create a Focal Point. A focal point can be created with a quality

freestanding tub or a large stand-alone shower placed in the right

location.  Envision a freestanding tub either in the center of a

bathroom or in front of a large window that takes in the view of the

surrounding area (of course you also need to consider privacy) or

just a freestanding tub with a feature wall. 



Create a Mood. A Fireplace, lighting and/or scents increase that luxury experience. 

While fireplaces have traditionally been found elsewhere in the home such as Living

Room, Bedrooms and even Dining Rooms the introduction of a fireplace in the

bathroom can provide a cozy heavenly feel.  Imagine taking a long soak in a bubble

bath, with a glass of wine, soft music in the background and the soft flicker of a

glowing fireplace - now that says luxury!   Alternatively, you can use lots of candles

and incense to help create the mood.  

WHAT IS “LUXURY” IN A BATHROOM

Incorporate the 3 Layers of Lighting. Ambient, accent and

task lighting are equally as important in the bathroom as in any

other room.  Use task lighting i.e. sconces to light the

vanity/sink area evenly as that is where the grooming is

typically done.  Shine a focal light on a piece of art which will

also help the room to look less utilitarian.  Hang a chandelier

(at a code specified height) to add that glimmer.  Lastly, put all

lights on switches based on usage and also on dimmers to

help in setting the mood.



So no matter the style of home, your design aesthetics or budget, consider some of

these elements to transform your bathroom into a space that you will treasure.  Go

ahead and pamper yourself and your home! 

WHAT IS “LUXURY” IN A BATHROOM

Accessorize.  Think clean, minimalist and refined - try to avoid

clutter.  I love flowers and gardening so my go-to accessory is

fresh flowers displayed in a vase, or a live  plant . Countertop

accessories and jars containing bath products further enhances

the luxury experience. Don't forget to add soft fluffy towels and

bathrobes.



INTRODUCTION

Blanchett Nelson is the Principal Design Consultant of B R

Nelson Designs, LLC.  She is dedicated to creating interiors

that are unique to each individual, factoring in personal taste

and lifestyle.   

Blanchett specializes in designing luxury bathrooms that create

an experience that is tied to her clients' happiness.  Her

designs marry function with color, texture, scale, lighting,

accessories and attention to detail to create a beautiful

luxurious space.   
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